CORRIGENDUM

NO.SO(SM)E&SED/3-2/2017/Recruitment of 127/730 SS (English): In partial modification of this Department notification of even number dated 02.04.2019, the Competent Authority is pleased to order revise posting/adjustment in respect of the following Subject Specialists English (BS-17) of E&SE Department on the posts/stations as mentioned against each, in the interest of public service:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S#</th>
<th>Name of officer</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Posted as</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | Mr. Muhammad Safdar   | GHSS Gull Imam Tank   | SS Englihs (BS-18)
GHSS Jandral Karak
OPS                                      | A.V.P               |
| 2. | Mr. Kaleem Ullah Abid | GHSS Shakardara Kohat | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Khairabad Nowshera                  | -do-                |
| 3. | Mr. Said Muhammad     | GHSS Garhi Sherdad Peshawar | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Baghicha Dheri Mardan               | -do-                |
| 4. | Mr. Loveningin Khan   | GHSS Adezai Peshawar  | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Garhi Sherdad Peshawar              | V.S#3               |
| 5. | Mr. Muhammad Zubair   | GHSS Mullazai Tank    | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Shakardara Kohat                    | A.V.P               |
| 6. | Mr. Khan Zaib         | GHSS Jalozai Nowshera | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Ghari Sherdad Peshawar              | -do-                |
| 7. | Mr. Muhammad Bashir Khan | GHSS Ghazi Kot Buner | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Daraka Aziz Khan Lakki Marwat       | V.S#8               |
| 8. | Mr. Wahid Khan        | GHSS Dara Aziz Khan Lakki Marwat | SS Englihs (BS-18)
GHSS Dara Pezu Lakki Marwat OPS          | A.V.P               |
| 9. | Mr. Mukamil Khan      | GHSS Mayar Mardan     | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Qasmi Mardan                        | -do-                |
| 10.| Mr. Wazir Muhammad    | GHSS Shergarh Mardan  | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Mayar Mardan                        | V.S#9               |
| 11.| Mr. Shayan            | GHSS Ganori Dir Upper | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Shergarh Mardan                     | V.S#10              |
| 12.| Mr. Mehtab Khan       | GHSS Bandi Shungalai Mansehra | SS Englihs (BS-17)
GHSS Pannian Haripur                     | A.V.P               |
| 13. | Mr. Fida Muhammad | GHSS Kair Dir Upper | SS English (BS-17) GHSS Rabat Dir Lower | -do- |
| 14. | Mr. Ishaq | GHSS Butyal Shangla | SS English (BS-17) GHSS Shahpur Shangla | -do- |
| 15. | Mr. Jamil Ur Rehman | GHSS No.3 D.I. Khan | SS English (BS-17) GHSS Naryab Hangu | -do- |
| 16. | Mr. Muhammad Rashid Akbar | GHSS Tajwal Abbottabad | SS English (BS-17) GHSS No.1 Abbottabad | -do- |
| 17. | Mr. Muhammad Ibrahim | GCMHSS Dir Upper | SS English (BS-17) GHSS Gujrat Mardan | -do- |

2. No TA/DA is allowed.

Endst: of even No. & Date

Copy forwarded to the:

1. Accountant General, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Peshawar.
2. Director, E&SE Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar.
3. District Education Officers (Male), Concerned.
4. District Accounts Officer, Concerned.
5. PS to Advisor to CM for E&SE Department.
6. PS to Secretary E&SE Department, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
7. Director, EMIS E&SE Department.
8. Officers concerned.

SECRETARY

[Signature]

SECTION OFFICER (SCHOOLS MALE)